FRANCE:

The American first army launched a new attack at Aachen this morning and late reports say that house to house fighting is going on in the ruins of the city. First army troops are also pressing forward southeast and northeast of Aachen. American bombers and artillery have kept up their blasting of the city. The Nazis tried to break through to the defenders of the city for the past two days and brought down large numbers of tanks from the Ruhr and Holland. American tanks and British rocket firing turrets wreaked terrific destruction on the German front during the past five days. Eighty-four (84) Nazi tanks were smashed by the Allied planes. One group of American thunderbolts dived on a force of 43 "Tiger" tanks and destroyed all but eight of them. The planes are giving the Germans no chance to regroup their armor and are hunting them over the entire area to the east of Aachen. The "Aachen escape gap" is now a half mile wide and tank guns cover this pocket.

British second army troops in their new drive beyond Overloon towards the maas river have made good progress. The British have gained four miles in the past two days and are nearing the German border. In the Scheldt pocket, Canadian troops have reached a point about five miles from the port of Breskens, the main center of German resistance. Severe fighting has flared up north of Antwerp. The Nazis are desperately trying to widen their small escape gap from Walcheren Island. R.F. heavy bombers practically wiped out the German frontier towns of Cleves and Emmerich in a daylight attack a week ago. Both of the towns were packed with stores and ammunition.

The British first airborne division is being rebuilt and reequipped after the heavy losses it suffered during its heroic stand at Arnhem.

RUSIA:

Russian troops have captured Riga, the capital of Latvia and are driving on past that city. Red forces were last reported to be closing in on the ports of Riga and Windau near the northwestern tip of Latvia. Soviet troops in Hungary are about halfway towards the Slovak border. The Germans said today that a great tank battle is raging near Debrecen in Hungary. Back in Transylvania, Russian and Hungarian troops have pushed on past Cluj and are hourly threatening to cut off large numbers of German and Hungarian troops in the mountains of Transylvania.

The Polish prime minister had a two hour conference in Moscow last night with Marshall Stalin and Mr. Churchill.

ENGLAND:

more than 1,000 United States heavy bombers from England today attacked targets in western Germany. R.A.F. Mosquitos last night went for Cologne and other targets behind the Siegfried line. None of the bombers was lost. The Germans sent more flying bombs over southern England during the night. Last month, flying bombs killed 170 civilians in England and seriously injured another 360.

ITALY:

The weather has continued to be good in Italy and both the American Fifth and British Eighth armies have made some gains. The Fifth has pushed farther up the main road to Bolonia. The British Eighth Army has taken high ground above Lami. Allied planes gave Bolonia another battering yesterday. Hundreds of heavy bombers from Italy yesterday bombed targets in German Silesia in the Vienna area and in western Hungary. Fighters and fighter bombers also went for targets in Yugoslavia and Greece.

British troops have liberated the large island of Corfu off the coast of Greece. Greek partisans are reportedly to have liberated Athens. Another report says that British troops have entered the city.
PACIFIC:

DURING THE TWO DAY ATTACK ON THE ISLAND OF FORMOSA LAST WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, AMERICAN CARRIER-BORNE FIGHTERS AND BOMBERS DESTROYED 150 SIZEABLE JAPANESE SHIPS AND ABOUT 100 SMALLER CRAFT. MORE THAN 520 JAPANESE PLANES WERE DESTROYED. "JAPANESE LOSSES WERE 53 PLANES. NONE OF THE SURFACE SHIPS WERE DAMAGED," WASHINGTON ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT AMERICAN SUPER FORCES HAD ATTACKED FORMOSA THREE TIMES SINCE LAST SATURDAY. THE FIRST RAID TOOK PLACE LAST SATURDAY; THE SECOND YESTERDAY AND THE THIRD CAME TODAY. THE JAPANESE WAR LORDS HELD AN EMERGENCY MEETING TODAY... WONDER WHY?
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ITS THAT CALVADOS MIXTURE OF HIS GETS 52 MILES TO A QUART!